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Disclaimer

This talk is not really about mathematics. It is rather engin eering.

There is nothing deep here, all the ideas are shamefully simp le.

Our only excuse is that they appear to work (in the, so called, practice).
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Robbins conjecture and EQP

Huntington’s axioms for Boolean algebra (1933):

x + y = y + x [commutativity]

(x + y) + z = x + (y + z) [associativity]

n(n(x) + y) + n(n(x) + n(y)) = x [Huntington equation]

Robbins conjecture (1930s):

The Huntington equation can be replaced by a simpler:

n(n(x + y) + n(x + n(y))) = x [Robbins equation]

Robbins and Huntington could not find a proof, and the problem was later

studied by Tarski and his students. But it was only in 1996 tha t the conjecture

was proved true, by a paramodulation based theorem prover EQ P (built in

National Laboratory, Argonne).
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Huntington’s axioms for Boolean algebra (1933):

x + y = y + x [commutativity]

(x + y) + z = x + (y + z) [associativity]

n(n(x) + y) + n(n(x) + n(y)) = x [Huntington equation]

Robbins conjecture (1930s):

The Huntington equation can be replaced by a simpler:

n(n(x + y) + n(x + n(y))) = x [Robbins equation]

Robbins and Huntington could not find a proof, and the problem was later

studied by Tarski and his students. But it was only in 1996 tha t the conjecture

was proved true, by a paramodulation based theorem prover EQ P (built in

National Laboratory, Argonne).

It is AC matching that takes most of the running time of EQP.

The proof takes about 25 000 seconds, 83 % is for matching.
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How to certify non-matching
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How to certify non-matching

For a structure M and a term t define the set of possible values of t in M as:
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How to certify non-matching

For a structure M and a term t define the set of possible values of t in M as:

V al(t, M) = {τ̄(t) : τ : V → M}

Observation. Suppose t is an instance of s, and M is any structure. Then

V al(t, M) ⊆ V al(s, M).

In other words, if we can guess a structure M in which

V al(t, M) ⊆ V al(s, M) does not hold, then t is not an instance of s.

The above observation holds true also for the AC case.
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Robbins conjecture and semantic EQP

We implemented semantic matching in EQP. Terms are profiled b y 32 random

models, each of them of size 4. We ran our semantic EQP on Robbi ns

Conjecture.
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Robbins conjecture and semantic EQP

We implemented semantic matching in EQP. Terms are profiled b y 32 random

models, each of them of size 4. We ran our semantic EQP on Robbi ns

Conjecture.

EQP vs. semantic EQP on the lemmas of Robbins Conjecture

EQP semantic EQP

Lemma 1, total time 72.67 sec 36.74 sec

Lemma 1, AC matching time 56.13 sec 20.49 sec

Lemma 2, total time 25477.20 sec 11405.72 sec

Lemma 2, AC matching time 21030.06 sec 6812.41 sec
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Introduction. Clauses

clauses are first order;

there are function symbols in the language;

equality is one of the predicates;

remember: clause is a universal sentence, no free variables.
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Introduction. Clauses

clauses are first order;

there are function symbols in the language;

equality is one of the predicates;

remember: clause is a universal sentence, no free variables.

Examples of real life clauses:

¬A(x) ∨ ¬B(c(c(y)), c(c(c(z))), q) ∨ ¬B(y, w, e) ∨ ¬B(a, c(c(x)), z)∨

∨A(q) ∨ B(e, e, b) ∨ A(c(c(y))

¬A(x) ∨ ¬A(b(a(y, z)) ∨ ¬A(g(a(y, z))) ∨ ¬A(q) ∨ ¬q = z ∨

∨ ¬B(a(x, b(a(y, z))), w) ∨ ¬B(c(g(a(y, z)), x), e) ∨ C(a(y, z)∨

∨ C(g(d(y, z)), b(d(x, z))) = y ∨ B(q, f(e, w))
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Architecture of a Theorem Prover

OF CLAUSES

CURRENT SET

A NEW CLAUSE

IS BORN

BUT ISN’T IT
REDUNDANT ?

SUBSUMPTION TEST

SUBSUMPTION TEST

SUBSUMPTION TEST

SUBSUMPTION TEST

SUBSUMPTION TEST

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO
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Subsumption

Definition. C subsumes D if there is a substitution σ such that σ(C) ⊆ D.
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Definition. C subsumes D if there is a substitution σ such that σ(C) ⊆ D.

Notice that σ(C) is more true than C – the universal quantifiers in σ(C) are less

universal. And D is even more true than σ(C). So subsumption is at least as

strong as implication.
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Subsumption

Definition. C subsumes D if there is a substitution σ such that σ(C) ⊆ D.

Notice that σ(C) is more true than C – the universal quantifiers in σ(C) are less

universal. And D is even more true than σ(C). So subsumption is at least as

strong as implication.

Subsumption is NP-complete (so it does not coincide with imp lication, which is

undecidable).

Subsumed clauses are redundant: If C subsumes D, and D1 is a resolution

child of D with some E , then either C subsumes D1 or C can be resolved with E

and their child, C1 will subsume D1.
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Indexing for subsumption

Complicated indexing techniques are known for subsumption . Most of the

provers use some version of discrimination trees. The version used in Vampire

is called code trees.

Subsumption tests take more than half of the running time of a prover.

The clauses are indexed with respect to their syntax.
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Semantic subsumption test - first idea

Let M1, M2, . . .M64 be (very!) small structures over the signature of interest.

For a clause C let profile( C) be the tuple of its truth values in M1, M2, . . .M64.
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Let M1, M2, . . .M64 be (very!) small structures over the signature of interest.

For a clause C let profile( C) be the tuple of its truth values in M1, M2, . . .M64.

Profile 〈i1, i2, . . . i64〉 dominates 〈j1, j2, . . . j64〉 if ik ≥ jk for each k.

Testing profile domination is extremely fast!
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Let M1, M2, . . .M64 be (very!) small structures over the signature of interest.

For a clause C let profile( C) be the tuple of its truth values in M1, M2, . . .M64.

Profile 〈i1, i2, . . . i64〉 dominates 〈j1, j2, . . . j64〉 if ik ≥ jk for each k.

Testing profile domination is extremely fast!

If profile( C) does not dominate profile( D) then for sure D does not subsume C.

If profile( C) dominates profile( D) then we need to perform full subsumption test.

If it is negative, then we say we experienced a false positive . We hate it!
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Semantic subsumption test - first idea

Let M1, M2, . . .M64 be (very!) small structures over the signature of interest.

For a clause C let profile( C) be the tuple of its truth values in M1, M2, . . .M64.

Profile 〈i1, i2, . . . i64〉 dominates 〈j1, j2, . . . j64〉 if ik ≥ jk for each k.

Testing profile domination is extremely fast!

If profile( C) does not dominate profile( D) then for sure D does not subsume C.

If profile( C) dominates profile( D) then we need to perform full subsumption test.

If it is negative, then we say we experienced a false positive . We hate it!

Is it going to work? Can we have decent selectivity? Is comput ing the profiles

affordable?
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First implementation

(This part of work was done by my student Grzegorz Stelmaszek )

We implemented a semantic test in OTTER (a cousin of EQP from N ational

Laboratory, Argonne).

64 structures, each consisting of 2 elements were used.

Almost naive clause evaluation technique was implemented, profiles are

indexed by a tree of depth 2.
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First implementation

(This part of work was done by my student Grzegorz Stelmaszek )

We implemented a semantic test in OTTER (a cousin of EQP from N ational

Laboratory, Argonne).

64 structures, each consisting of 2 elements were used.

Almost naive clause evaluation technique was implemented, profiles are

indexed by a tree of depth 2.

Results are encouraging...

.... but OTTER is by no means the fastest prover available.
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Benchmarks

Reference Set: such problems from TPTP that:

either semantic Otter or Otter finds a proof in less than 300 se conds;

at least one of them needs more than 5 seconds to find a proof.

There are 345 such theorems.
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Otter vs. semantic Otter. By TPTP domain, on Reference Set.

Th-s Th-s Th-s Th-s Th-s
not for for for not
proved which which which proved
by Otter they Otter by

TPTP sem. was are was Otter
domain Otter > 30% perform > 30%

faster equally slower

BOO 3 16 0 0 1

GRP 24 65 4 7 5

LCL 45 52 0 0 0

SYN 3 14 0 1 0

CAT 0 0 0 6 1

GEO 0 0 0 8 19

HWV 0 0 0 9 1

MGT 0 0 0 3 1
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More benchmarks

Theorems not proved by semantic Otter and Otter (by the maxim al number of

literals in the input clauses, run on the Reference Set).

Maximal Theorems Theorems
number of not proved not proved
literals by by
in input semantic
clauses Otter Otter

4 or less 77 5

5 3 1

6 0 1

7 0 1

8 0 11

9 1 1

10 or more 0 11
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Semantics of subsumption

Our test, is a non-implication test rather than non-subsump tion. It will return as

a false positive the pair C1 step, C2 steps where:

C1 step = ¬P (x) ∨ P (f(x)) C2 steps = ¬P (x) ∨ P (ff(x))
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Our test, is a non-implication test rather than non-subsump tion. It will return as

a false positive the pair C1 step, C2 steps where:

C1 step = ¬P (x) ∨ P (f(x)) C2 steps = ¬P (x) ∨ P (ff(x))

In our implementation we tried many crazy tricks to overcome the problem...

...but not the most obvious solution:

Theorem. For a clause C let C+ be a clause resulting from C after replacing

each occurrence of an atom of the form ¬P (t) by an atom P−(t). Then C

subsumes D if and only if C+ implies D+ if and only if C+ finitely implies D+.
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Our test, is a non-implication test rather than non-subsump tion. It will return as

a false positive the pair C1 step, C2 steps where:

C1 step = ¬P (x) ∨ P (f(x)) C2 steps = ¬P (x) ∨ P (ff(x))

In our implementation we tried many crazy tricks to overcome the problem...

...but not the most obvious solution:

Remark. For a clause C let C+ be a clause resulting from C after replacing each

occurrence of an atom of the form ¬P (t) by an atom P−(t). Then C subsumes

D if and only if C+ implies D+ if and only if C+ finitely implies D+.

Good news: If C does not subsume D then there exists finite MC,D , such that

C+ is true in MC,D , and D+ is false in MC,D .
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Semantics of subsumption

Our test, is a non-implication test rather than non-subsump tion. It will return as

a false positive the pair C1 step, C2 steps where:

C1 step = ¬P (x) ∨ P (f(x)) C2 steps = ¬P (x) ∨ P (ff(x))

In our implementation we tried many crazy tricks to overcome the problem...

...but not the most obvious solution:

Remark. For a clause C let C+ be a clause resulting from C after replacing each

occurrence of an atom of the form ¬P (t) by an atom P−(t). Then C subsumes

D if and only if C+ implies D+ if and only if C+ finitely implies D+.

Good news: If C does not subsume D then there exists finite MC,D , such that

C+ is true in MC,D , and D+ is false in MC,D .

Bad news: The size of MC,D needs to be linear.
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Ties (and the need of a tie-break).

How often, in practice, will a small MC,D exist?

If such small structures exist, will they be frequent enough to be guessed?
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In 75% of them f is idempotent, so the clauses are equivalent and nothing can

be done.
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Example. Consider 2-elements structures for C1 step, C2 steps.
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be done.
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because different atoms happen to have equal truth values!
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Ties (and the need of a tie-break).

How often, in practice, will a small MC,D exist?

If such small structures exist, will they be frequent enough to be guessed?

Example. Consider 2-elements structures for C1 step, C2 steps.

In 75% of them f is idempotent, so the clauses are equivalent and nothing can

be done.

In 7/8 out of the remaining 25% the truth values of C1 step, C2 steps are equal,

because different atoms happen to have equal truth values!

Only one model in 32 is a useful counterexample. And (31/32)64 is about 0.13.
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Logic with many truth values

Definition of T -structure. Let T be some total order. A T -structure is a finite

structure M , in which truth values of atoms are elements of T .
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Logic with many truth values

Definition of T -structure. Let T be some total order. A T -structure is a finite

structure M , in which truth values of atoms are elements of T .

Truth value TV (C, M, v) of a clause C, under given valuation v of variables, is

the maximum of the truth values of the atoms of C under valuation v.

(obviously! - it is what disjunction means)
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structure M , in which truth values of atoms are elements of T .

Truth value TV (C, M, v) of a clause C, under given valuation v of variables, is

the maximum of the truth values of the atoms of C under valuation v.

(obviously! - it is what disjunction means)

Truth value of a clause TV (C, M) is (no wonder - this is universal

quantification) the minimal TV (C, M, v), where v ranges over all possible

valuations of variables.
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Logic with many truth values

Definition of T -structure. Let T be some total order. A T -structure is a finite

structure M , in which truth values of atoms are elements of T .

Truth value TV (C, M, v) of a clause C, under given valuation v of variables, is

the maximum of the truth values of the atoms of C under valuation v.

(obviously! - it is what disjunction means)

Truth value of a clause TV (C, M) is (no wonder - this is universal

quantification) the minimal TV (C, M, v), where v ranges over all possible

valuations of variables.

C implies D with respect to T , if TV (C, M) ≤ TV (D, M) in all T -structures.
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Implication with many truth values

Remark. If T has at least 2 elements then T -implication (of positive clauses)

coincides with implication. Also, the size of the smallest c ounterexample does

not depend on T .
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Implication with many truth values

Remark. If T has at least 2 elements then T -implication (of positive clauses)

coincides with implication. Also, the size of the smallest c ounterexample does

not depend on T .

The probability that a structure is a counterexample grows w ith the size of T
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Implication with many truth values

Remark. If T has at least 2 elements then T -implication (of positive clauses)

coincides with implication. Also, the size of the smallest c ounterexample does

not depend on T .

The probability that a structure is a counterexample grows w ith the size of T

More truth values mean for us:

– same time needed to compute the profiles;

– more time to test for domination;

– less false positives.
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Example. Let R be the set of real numbers. Consider 2-element R - structures

for C1 step, C2 steps.

In 75% of them f is idempotent, so the clauses are equivalent and nothing can

be done.
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Example. Let R be the set of real numbers. Consider 2-element R - structures

for C1 step, C2 steps.

In 75% of them f is idempotent, so the clauses are equivalent and nothing can

be done.

In 2/3 out of the remaining 25% the truth values of C1 step, C2 steps are equal.

But one model in 12 is a useful counterexample. And (11/12)64 is about 0.003.

– p.21/30



Voronkov’s test

Vampire can log all the requests to the index. After running t he prover they are

left with a list of entries the form:

add C to the index

remove C from the index

is C subsumed in the index? [yes/no]

does C subsume? [list of subsumed clauses]
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Voronkov’s test

Vampire can log all the requests to the index. After running t he prover they are

left with a list of entries the form:

add C to the index

remove C from the index

is C subsumed in the index? [yes/no]

does C subsume? [list of subsumed clauses]

This is a great tool for studying index performance. We used l ogs of this kind

generated by Spass (thanks to Thomas Hillenbrand from MPI Sa arbruecken)
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False positives for 4 element models (on 20 % of TPTP).

Tr. ALG ANA CAT COL COM FLD GRA HEN BOO

val.

2 0.042 0.285 0.237 0.531 0.410 0.078 0.142 0.430 0.692

24 0.008 0.065 0.049 0.168 0.054 0.014 0.046 0.233 0.134

28 0.006 0.056 0.034 0.126 0.047 0.010 0.036 0.206 0.123

220 0.006 0.054 0.034 0.125 0.047 0.010 0.035 0.205 0.123

Tr. HWV KRS LDA MGT PLA PUZ RNG LCL ROB

val.

2 0.119 0.111 0.118 0.042 0.578 0.094 0.682 0.559 0.529

24 0.025 0.011 0.024 0.004 0.029 0.015 0.025 0.318 0.214

28 0.019 0.008 0.019 0.003 0.017 0.014 0.240 0.298 0.173

220 0.019 0.008 0.019 0.003 0.017 0.013 0.240 0.298 0.173
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False positives

Models with 2 20 truth values (on 20% of TPTP).

Elem. ALG ANA CAT COL COM FLD GRA HEN BOO

2 0.012 0.043 0.011 0.141 0.034 0.0008 0.007 0.087 0.106

4 0.006 0.054 0.034 0.125 0.047 0.0102 0.035 0.205 0.123

Elem. HWV KRS LDA MGT PLA PUZ RNG LCL ROB

2 0.004 0.002 0.003 0.001 0.012 0.006 0.145 0.212 0.140

4 0.019 0.008 0.019 0.003 0.017 0.013 0.240 0.298 0.173
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Our main finding

Semantically, automated
theorem proving is about small
structures: for most sorts of
practical problems, almost all
(about 99%) of the negative
subsumption instances can be
certified by a very small
(size 2) counterexamples.
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Hybrid architecture. Q & A

Our main cost is computing the profile.

Why to invest so much in a clause that is soon going to die?
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Hybrid architecture. Q & A

Our main cost is computing the profile.

Why to invest so much in a clause that is soon going to die?

Because it is the only way we know to kill it.

But maybe sometimes there could be a cheaper way to kill?

Subsumption is easy if the general clause is linear (w.r.t predicates).

So couldn’t we have a special track for the linear clauses?

We could. But maybe all our false positives hold for nonlinea r clauses?

– p.26/30



Schulz syntactic profiles

Another idea is to profile clauses by a feature vector, whose elements are

numbers of occurrences of function/predicate symbols in a c lause. ( a slightly

different definition of subsumption is used here: instead of set inclusion he

considers multiset inclusion). His feature vectors are cheap to compute and the

selectivity is similar to ours:
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Schulz syntactic profiles

Another idea is to profile clauses by a feature vector, whose elements are

numbers of occurrences of function/predicate symbols in a c lause. ( a slightly

different definition of subsumption is used here: instead of set inclusion he

considers multiset inclusion). His feature vectors are cheap to compute and the

selectivity is similar to ours:

Our index vs. Schultz, on 20 % of TPTP, nonlinear clauses, 2-e lement structures

Test ALG ANA CAT COL COM FLD GRA HEN BOO

Our test 0.008 0.023 0.020 0.0001 0.052 0.001 0.011 0.063 0.002

Schultz 0.048 0.045 0.036 0.0009 0.042 0.011 0.006 0.205 0.003

Test HWV KRS LDA MGT PLA PUZ RNG LCL ROB

our test 0.004 0.0034 0.004 0.007 0.015 0.007 0.001 0.26 0.11

Schultz 0.202 0.0002 0.009 0.014 0.023 0.050 0.016 0.59 0.04
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Schulz syntactic profiles

Another idea is to profile clauses by a feature vector, whose elements are

numbers of occurrences of function/predicate symbols in a c lause. ( a slightly

different definition of subsumption is used here: instead of set inclusion he

considers multiset inclusion). His feature vectors are cheap to compute and the

selectivity is similar to ours:

Our index vs. Schultz, on 20 % of TPTP, nonlinear clauses, 2-e lement structures

Test ALG ANA CAT COL COM FLD GRA HEN BOO

Our test 0.008 0.023 0.020 0.0001 0.052 0.001 0.011 0.063 0.002

Schultz 0.048 0.045 0.036 0.0009 0.042 0.011 0.006 0.205 0.003

Test HWV KRS LDA MGT PLA PUZ RNG LCL ROB

our test 0.004 0.0034 0.004 0.007 0.015 0.007 0.001 0.26 0.11

Schultz 0.202 0.0002 0.009 0.014 0.023 0.050 0.016 0.59 0.04

They are related. But still we can get a lot intersecting them .
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False positives when intersected with Schultz

Models with 2 20 truth values (on 20% of TPTP), non-linear clauses only.

Elem. ALG ANA CAT COL COM FLD GRA HEN BOO

1.6% 68% 15% 8% 62% 48% 47% 16% 56%

2 0.003 0.005 0.002 0.0001 0.03 0.0002 0.001 0.035 0.0001

4 0.004 0.005 0.002 0.0001 0.03 0.0004 0.001 0.006 0.0003

Elem. HWV KRS LDA MGT PLA PUZ RNG LCL ROB

29% 0.3% 33% 30% 92% 21% 3% 4% 1%

2 0.0032 0.0002 0.0003 0.002 0.0065 0.0053 0.0002 0.204 0.01

4 0.0035 0.0002 0.0004 0.002 0.0049 0.0029 0.0003 0.241 0.01

– p.28/30



Future work

Get more insight:
why is LCL so bad?

why are 2-element structures better than 4-element?

why is Schultz so related to semantic index?

Invent a practically efficient evaluation algorithm and a cl ever
way to index profiles;

Implement this in Vampire to get world’s fastest theorem
prover;

– p.29/30
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